Granting Financial Help For Infertility Treatments… Fulfilling Dreams… Building Families…

BABY QUEST CHAMPIONS
Jeff shares why he ran the Philadelphia marathon (Nov. 19th) for Baby
Quest. "While Rachel and I (Jeff) were fortunate enough to be covered
for our expenses, most are not. So this year, I’m running for those who
can’t afford their own treatment. There are countless stories of people
who have tried to get pregnant for years without success and then when
turning to fertility treatment, quickly realize they can’t afford the price
tag or have to take out a second mortgage on their home to experience
the joys of parenthood. We want to give these people the opportunity
to feel that joy without making a financial sacrifice that could cripple
their future."
Thank you to Jeff & all contributors!
BABY QUEST BABY BUMPS
Who doesn’t love a bump?

INTRODUCING 3 of the 9 NOVEMBER 2017 RECIPIENTS
“Being around children has been the source of my most genuine happiness from my teenage years. I
work at an elementary school and am fortunate to be surrounded by joyful and engaged young
learners. As I approach my mid-30’s without a significant other, preserving my fertility is of utmost
importance, as becoming a mother is my deepest desire. Recently, I was diagnosed with diminished
ovarian reserve. While upsetting, this only intensifies my desire to undergo the egg freezing process.
My goal is to retrieve enough eggs so that one day in the future I will have a child, be it with a partner
or on my own. Without the generous Baby Quest Foundation grant, I would not be able to continue
this journey. “ – Michelle, California
Travis and Mia (Washington) started dating in 2007 and have been married since 2013. Three years
ago, they decided it was time to start a family. Unable to conceive, the couple consulted a fertility
specialist and it was determined that both of Mia’s fallopian tubes are completely blocked. As Mia
wrote in the couple’s application, “After almost three years of heartbreak, I am ready to create a life
and be an amazing parent with my husband.”

After completing degrees in music in Boston, Antonio and Simone took a leap of faith to complete
their Masters’ degrees in Los Angeles, despite not having family in the area. They quickly fell in love
with the city and arts community, deciding it was where they wanted to start their family.
After six unsuccessful months, the couple became concerned. They saw a fertility specialist, but
Simone’s test results were normal. It was then discovered that Antonio has a low sperm count
creating the necessity for sperm extraction surgery (micro TESE) paired with IVF.

Sometimes it takes a village to make a baby! How you can help...
It might be a doctor offering a discount or a pharmaceutical company supplying complimentary medications, or a
company donating a percentage of sales...every penny contributed counts when a couple is struggling to conceive.
If you know of any corporation that offers matching funds or would support Baby Quest in any way, please
contact us at bqfoundation@gmail.com.

